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The temporal conjunctions when, once-and as soon-. as
C3 perform a very similar role in sentences A ti766Fdr-Urauee.
LIJ oontaining any one of them indicatvs the time at whioh the

event in the main °lupe occurs. Thit can 'be seen in the
./ . following two sentenars: /

.

.WHEN, ONCE ariciAS $_00W,AS

C

4

,..

1. When once, as soon as ) Doris Saw Michael, she waved. .

r- 2 'When (once, as sood\as) the sauce begins to bubble
,
turn/

q.
of the heat. ,

. .

,

When a speaker uses these three oonjunotiona, the emphasis
.is on contemporaneity between the tiio events., the one ,n
the mai elause . d the one in the temporal clause. This fa . :
not to s y that he- events in .the two clauSee actually
000ur at exaet1 the same time: the most usu4-interp ketipi.
of (1) and (2 s that the. event il the temporfil 0. au p pre-
ceded the even in the main elause.. Thus the oonju ton,
after which makes it explicit that the two eventd, qke plaoe
TiriOcession,'oanlvlso 000ur in (1).and (2):

/--

a

3. After Doris saw Micalapl., she waved.
b After the sauce begins to bubble, turn ff the heat.

/
./

,

This Oonjunotin, however, is immeCtiatelyifel Ito be different
from the other thi-ee, and this difference li in the relation
14hio,h i_s set up between the main and the ite ioral Olanse. Al-
thouO strictly speaking the events .in the temporal and 'main
clause of both (1) .an (2) 000ur in sus:we eion, they 000ur in
very rapid succession By using when. o ice or as aeon as id-
stead elf after, a spec r emphasizes th' s -ract: 10 looks on
the two eVrifeas boing (nearly),conte poraneous. This sense
of pontemporaneity it absent in (3). It is this loose qense
of oontemporaneity which I shall be sirt in thi,S paper'.

. Onethe.face of ite it seems Very hard to characterize

\..1.\

the differences between the *threit- onjunotions which form the
title of this paper, especially t e,diTferenees between as soon
as and once. It is my purpose i this'paper aystematioaTITY6-

dr- UNeartfi-iilia these differences e. We will begin our study
6,.. of the differences between Ithes three conjunctions with Vendlerle

0 theory or the olassifiliation o verbs.. .
.0 Zeno Vendler (1967)2 has distinguished four classes of

verbs, based primarily on the types of time adVerbials that

\...l...

,can co-ocoue\ with them, and he types of tenses they most often
000ur in. plea of the ur claSses are as lollows:
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State Activity Accomplishment Achievement-

be sick play strip a chair oross the border
be tall wait 4 play a game win
know moo sew a shirt see
have work write a novel find

Orievemern-ta---t-ak-e- place In an-Inst-ant. Aoeomplistments-:tAke-
longer period of time for their completion, but there is a point
at which 'they can be said to be .completed.. With activities and
states there is. no questidn of their completion or theirteirk
finished: they just gd'on pver a period of time and then stop.
IMportant for our purposes is the differential behaviour of verbs
of these four classes in the presence of punotual adverbs. In
the following senteflces wee can compare the behaviour df aohieve-
ments, acoomplishMents1 activities and stateslirespeotively, with
respect to punctual adverb :

4. I crossed 'the border at 8 a.m.
5.,?Mary.Ann stripped the chair ,at 3 p.m.
6. *Freddy played in the sandboX'at 3 p.m.

/7. John was sick at 'noon.

From the grammatioality of (4) and (7) we.oan oonolude that
achievements and states- bpn occur in the preterite with a otual
adverb. However, it is impossible with an activity, as4ii show0
and questionable with an accomplishment, as in(5). However,
insofar as (5) means anything, it means that theLoompletion of
the accomplishment of stripping the chair 000urred at 3 p.m. It
would seem, then, that (5) 10 questionable for the same reason
that (6) is ungrammatical; a punctual adverb otnnot refer to a
process whibh goes on over a period of time. In both activities
and. accomplishments there is a process which goes on over a period
of time; aboomplishments denote, in addition, a point in time at
Which the accomplishment is complete and the punotual time adverb
can, with difficulty, refer to that point.

I will` now prooeed to make clear what this state of affairs
has to do with the temporal conjunctions. The following sentence
is grammatical with.when, but ungrammatiO4 with ono() or as soon as;

8, When (10noe, *as soon 'as) we waittd the results, we got '
hervouSei,

The verb.in_the temporal -clailse is an-dctivity. As we saw in (6),
an activity is not possible in the preterite when the"clause desig-
nates a point in time. When we replace the preterite form of the
activity by began V-ing, was V -.ing or'Otopped V-ing (or some equiu
valent), depending on whether we meant to designate the.initial
point, a midpoint, or an endpoint, relpeotively, of the activity
(in other words, when we make it moreexplioit which point in time
we mean), (8) becomes grammatical with once and as soon as as'well
as with when. The reason.is_that a when -c man designate a_
span of time whereas a once-clause or an as soon as-olauscr cannot.
Thusin (8) with onoe or as soon as, 'the oonjunotion.indioates
that a point in tliiiriustV5WWWI,Iipt the form of the verb does
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not indicate which point in time to choose. The ditsharmony is
intolerable and the sentence becomes ungrammatical'.

A possible objeotion to this explanation is that were
waiting does not designate a point and yet it is grammaMI in
a c ause headed by once oras soon as,' for-example if it were sub- .

08W-P75571-11V-the ease of the re sive .

however, once-II:0-71s soon as designate"a point and not t e entire
period at-Tifirch the progressive ls,true. This point is tie first
one at which the progressive,is"true. It is-for this reas n
that only with when can we finish (8) with'were waiting as (9):

9. When (*once, *as soon as) we were waiting for the resultS,
we got nervous, but fortunately we already had most of the
wait behind us.

In (9) with once or as soon as, the second conjunct of the sentence
.contradicts Villa the temporal'olaue of the first established,
namely that the speakers got nervous at the beginning of the mai,.
But since-4A!!!,27.0efi to the entire span of time, there is no
,contradictriff7WIth this temporal conjunction in (9): the first
conjunct s es that the getting nervous occurred sometime during
the wa and the second conjunct makes the point at which it
(Joon ed, mope specific.

However, when does not need to refer to a span of time rather
an a point, since it is also possible withachiavementS:

10. When 'John won ,the race, he wbs elated.,

But in th/ case of. activities, accomplishments and states, the
when-cledse designates a span of'time which ends with the comple-
ITO of:the accomplishment, or the cessation of the activity or
state. In other words, the when-clause (if 'it contains an accom-
plishment, achievement or activity) refers to every moment that
thelarogressive of its verb is truei. A similar situation holds
true with states, even though they do not (normally) accept the -

progtessive: the when-clause refers to every moment that the,state
is true.

Which point do the conjunotions n,oe and as soon as Asignate?
This varies with the class of the verb711g shown in (14) to (13):

Onoe (As soon as). John khew that he was sick-; he went to bed.
Once (as soon as) Roger sewed the shirt, he gave it to his
girlfriend. .

13. Once (as soon as) Mary won the race, all the fans jumped .up
,and cheered. .s,

'(Ws are leaving the preterite aotivityout'of consideration here,
since we have established that it is ungrammatical with once or
as soon as.) pl all three eases, the point of time-refer-712 to
in the temporal clause is that at which the perfect Of the verb
first begins to be true. That is; with a state '0.1), the clause
refers to tfie.beginning of, the period at which the:state is true;
with an accomplishment (12), the clause referS to the point at
Which it is completed; with an achievement (13), the clause refers

- to the'instant.at which the event takes place.



With (12), as with (5), the situation is not clear-cut, and
therefore one may object that the only reason the temporal clause
in ('12) is interpreted as referring to the end of the accomplish-
ment, is that the meaning of the main clause is mOre congenial to

--tills type of interpretation,. That this -is-net the -ease is- -shown
by the oddity of the following sentences, .

14. *Once (*las soon ap)' Mary Ann painted the chair; she used
house paint.

15. *Once (*as soon as) Roger sewed the shirt, he didn't use a
pattern.

. ,

as oompared to the.soceptability of (16):

1.6. Once (as Ewan as) Mary Ann painted thelohair, she started on
the table. .

' What has been said for the preterite also applies to the
present tense': -,

17. Once (as soon as).John knows the answer, he'll kick himself
for having been so dumb.

18. Once as soon al Mary Ann paints the chair, she's leaving..
19. Once (as soon as Mary wins the race, we'll take her out to

oelebrate.
r .

Ii addition, the present is possible with activities:

20. Once (as soon as) Freddy plays in the sandbdx, he'll love it.

The reason for this seems to be that the present in the above
sentenoes(17)to (20) does not refer to a real presenttbut to a
future perfect (of. French). So the point in time is simply the
first paint at which thi8 perfect is'true. It is thus obvious
that in the present the same criterion holds for the use of once
and as soon as with activities as with the other classes of TeWs:
the point ref6rred to is the one at49hieh the perfect of the verb
(Freddy has played} first lb "true.

Verbs in the perfect anti, in the progressive are marked in
themselves as_ to what point of of eventthey are referring to.
In each case a once - clause or an as soon as- clause containing such
a verb, as usual to the point at which the event first is
true. The progressive, of course, is impassible (usually) with
states, but we oan have temporal clauses 'Duchess the following in
the other three classes:

21. Once (as soon as) Freddy was playing in the sandbox, he
never wanted to get out.

22. Once (as soon as) Harry. is telling his mother about the
firep.Preddy.will want to interrupt.

23. Onoe (as soon as) the fugitive is crossing the border, we'll
jump( him. -

In each case the temporal clause refers to the first point at
which the progressive.is true. A once - clause or an .as soon as-(
clause in the perfect refers to tlAW-Trrst. point at which the
perteot is true.



24. Once (as soon as) Freddy' dhnd playqd in the sandbox for 5
seconds, his hair and. his shoos .we e. fulf of sand.

25. Once (as soon as) we've played the game, it'll be 4ime for'
bed,:

26. Once as soon as) Mary had won the race, we left.'
?.7t Inca _aeon. they had known finnh ath Er _for aareny_aarikt.=_

they got married.

This analysis of the meaning of once and as soon as will
explain why oncerolauses and'as'soon aiii=Urauses take negatives
only under certain circumstances. Sentence (28) is posslble only
with when:

28. When (*onoe,,*as soon as) John didn't come, we started
without him.

There is no point at which the event of the temporal clause, John'e
not - coming, begins to be true.' Therefore there is no point for
the once - clause or thews soon as-olause to refer_Ao, and the'sen-
tenoli-TET thus ungrammatioal with these two temporal conjunctions..'
As for the situation with when, both Heinamaki4(19704:182) and
Mandel (1974) state that there must be some expectation that the
positive of the elapse would 000ur, for the negative'to be allowed
in the temporal clause. Sentence (28) with when implies that John
was expected to come at a certain time, or within a certain interval
of time. Thus the when - clause refers to the span of time at which
John was expected to come. But now the question is: why can't
once- arid as soon es-clauses refer .to the first point of that same
TETWrval of time ? - 1 have no real answer to this question; the only
explanation I can offer is that the interval is not clearly'- defined
oi)ough for onoe-clauses and as soon as- clauses to be able to refer.
to the beginning of it.

In general, negated achievements, and accomplishments may
000ur in temporal clauses headed by when but not in those headed by
ns soon as or once. The latter two aliTunotions, as well as when,
may, on, the ota-f-hand, head clauses containing a negated activity
and, loss felicitously perhaps, a negated state.

29. When (once, as soon as) the cows didn't moo, we were sure
they wore dead.

'30. When (once, as soon as) Julie wasn't fat, everyone thought
she was beautiful.

o

However, both the once- and as soon as- clauses presuppose tpat the
positive of their clause was true just before the point. to whioh-
the temporal clause refers, the point at which the main olause
takes plane. For example, (29) with when might be said if you had
come across some cows who were totallyTgert and silent. In order
to find out whether they were dead or just asleep, you made a loud
noise designed to startle them. It would be inappropriate, to use
onoe or as soon as in (29) in this situation. All three conjunctions
would beiNTEFFTTste in the situation where the barn was burning
and all the cows were lowing to be let out. Thus a when - clause
does not preolude ie possibility that the opposite ragtrue just
before, but with on and as soon as this has to be the case. As.
Beintimai has pointed out (197402) a ohange has to 000ur in the

6
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truth-value of the when-clause at some time; but it does not have
to be lust before th-eFoint at which the main clause occurs,:as
it does with once - clauses and as soon'as-clauses.

SimilarT77-the use of once or as soon-as ift. (30) presupposes
that Julie was fat before, izi-the use of when does not, although'

daces hat preAlade that_pessibility., Thus the when -clause in
(30)'oan contain either yet or any more, where TUF-once- and
as soon.as-olaUses oan contain only any more.

31. When Julie wasn't fat yet (any more); everyo e thought she
was beautiful. .

32. Once Julie wasn't fat anymore (*yet), everyone thought silt/.
was beautiful.

33. As soon as Julie wasn't fat any more (*yet), everyone thought
she was beautiful.

This situation, that once- and 'as soon as-olauses presuppose that
the opposite was true before, iW-TEWFMFe a direct consequence of
the foot that they refer to the. first point at which the perfect of
the verb in their clause is true. Since alwhen-clause does not
necessarily refer to this first point,, thermos no such presuppos-
ition in the case of when-clauses. Dutbthe pospibility that theme
evehtin the main 01056ocours at the first point at which the
event in the when - clause is true, not excluded, and may be implied
through the conversation; In the situation of the burning barn,..
a sentence.such as (29) with when Would oertainly imply, ocihver-
sationtqlyl-that the cows werW7raing Wore our conolusion that ;,/

they wore dead.
A further, related difference between-when-clauses and onoe-

and as soon as-clauses is that thslaitter imply that not only the
opposite of the temporal clause was true before, the point in question,
but also the opposite of the main clause. The use of once and
as Soon as in (34) presupposes (35), but when does not757oept
Tair-EWIZaversationally):
34.' John liked the pol/ey When (shoe, as soon as) he saw its

oohsequshoes.
35. It is.net the case that John liked the 'pelioy beYore he saw

its consequences. .

Similarly, (36) predupposes.(37) if once or as soon as is-used
but not if when is used.

36. When (once, as soon-as) Freddy-was playing in the sandbox,
he was happy.

37. Freddy was not happy before he played in the sandbox.

This is shown by the foot that when oan be used in a sequence such
as 'that in (38), but once and.a117Won as cannot:'

38. Freddy was always happy. 'When he was brushing his teeth, he
was happy. When he was eating breakfast, he was happy. When,
was at the dentist, he was happy Whenhe was playing in
the sandbox, he was happy.

7
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Another corroborating fact is that still can be used in the main,g,
clause of (3r9) when the temporal olause is headed by.when, but n t
when it is headed by once or as boon as:

3g. When (*once, *as soon as) John,, law the consequences of the
. policy, he still liked A.

The presupposition-with sentences containing once and as soon as,
that the truth-value of /the main elapse changes at the point to
which the temporal clause refers, may be a consequence of two facts,
'taken together: -first, the fact that once- and as soon as-clauses
designate a point whereas when - clauses are not that specific; and
second, that we can assume-ttilit Gricels (1967) Maxims of Conver-
sation are followed here as well.as elsewhere. His Maxim of Quan-
tity (of. R. Lakoff 1974:XVI-l8) states in part that in conversation
one must "be no more informative than required" (ibid.:XVI-18).
There must be a reason why we are being so explicit about' the point
at which the main cfause is true, and the reason seems to be that
this is the point at which the main clause is first true.

In sentence containing once or as soon as we thus have the'
,background qssumptions that both the event in the main clause and
the event in the subordinate clause first begen'to be true at the
point designated by the subordinate clause. That these' background

. assumptions can indeed be'called presuppositions is shown by the.
fact that they pips the tests suggested by Morgan (1973:54) for
presuppositions.° In (40) to (42) both these assumptions still
hold true.

40: It is not the case that once"(as soon es) Freddy was playing
in the sandbox he was happy. '

41. Was Freddy happy once (as soon as) he was playing in the
sandbox?

42. Maybe Freddy was happy once (as soon as) he was playing in
the sirdbox.

Up to this point once and as soon as have behaVed the same
even though' we can sensWWat they are not totally,synonymous.

. Since once- and as soon as-clauses no, differ in the point they

c/P6
desigrarewith respect.to the mai clause., the-difference lies in
the relation- that each conjunct1 P\draws between the two clauses.
Consider the follbwing sets of sentences:

43. As soon as ( ?one) John finished painting the chair, it
started to rain.

44. As soon as, (?once) Mary leaves, someOne'will call
4

for her.

Although the judgaents on the ungrammaticality of the sentences
with once in (43) and (44) cannot be overwhelming, since a lot.
depends -Un the situation in which they are used, most informants
consider the sentences with as soon as to _be preferable to those
with once. The action in the main clause seems to be totally un-
relatZU-IC that of he subordinate clause (except on a fatalistio
reading), except for their contemporaneity. The temporal connection
between the two clauses to purely happenstance. The conjunction

/,
as soon as fits this situation because all it does is establish
a oonneovion of contemporaneity (in the sense explained at the
beginning of this paper) between two events, and presuppose that

i
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both events began at till same time (i.e.vthat they were not true
before). However, once does not fit this situation, since it prey'
supposes more thin us oontemporaneity between the two events.
So if that is the only connection between the, subordinate clause
and the main clause, the Vse of once is improper. The connection

.1totwooii_tho__:.two_oloilitolLAstett_hot _tie t o be
exbotrgUne of oduse, however. A causative oonneotion can be-im-
plied, though it is not necessary, with conjunctions such as when
or as soon au (of. Heiniimaki 1974:4) :

45. When (as soon as) Martha fell in the bathroom, the plumbing
sprang a leak.

A.very possible interpretation of (45)As that Martha's falling
caused the plumbing to spring la leak. But once is impossible'ln
this sentence (with the same interpretationWir(45)):

46. *Once 'Martha fell in the' 13'tihroom, the plumbing sprang a leak.

Nevertheless, there does seem to be a relation between the two
clauses which is akin to causation. Sentence (47)

47. Onoe she stopped coming home nightd, we started to wonder'
about her morals.

does imply that we would not have begun to wonder about her'morals
if she had not stopped coming home nights, Just as in (45) the
roof wouldn't have cracked if Martha had'not fallen. The event in
the temporal clause of'(47) is a necessary oondition for the event
in the main clause.'

48. Orioe (as soon as) Harry wrecked the oar, John fixed it.

Intuitively, it does not seem to be enough to interpret (48) with
.once as meaning merely that the two events are contemporaneous and
TETA' if Harry had not wrecked the oar, John would not have fixed it.
We feel that there was something going on before Harry's Wrecking

sthe oar which in some sense predisposed Harry to wreck tha.oar and
'John to fix it. Consider (49).

49. Onoe.(as soon as) the cows started mooing,,we thought we would
go out of bur minds. ,

As soon as can have a causative interpretation here also. For this
interpretation it is perfectly acceptable to conclude that only the
cows' mooing was enough to make the speakers go out of their minds.
With once in (49), hopever, the implication la that many things had
happens to upset the spealiers,.all of them tending but not quite
sufficient to send them out of their minds; but the cowsl_moOing was
the last straw. The cows' mooing was therefore a necessary con- 4 .

dition for the event in the main clause, but by itself not a suffi-
cient one; hence the implication of earlier events tending to the
same end. The event in the.onoe-clause is the last of these neoep-
sary but not sufficient conditions, owing, to the contemporaneity
of it with.the main clause (and to the.fadt that, non-soienti4oally

. p

speaking at least, causes are thought to precede their effeots, or
at least not to follow theM). The event in the ono:-olause is, in

r' 1 /9

'

..



fact, cihe last straw. Our intuitions did not; therefore, play
us wrong with (40. Since the once-clause only"indioatesAhe
last straw, we were rj.ght in assuming that there were other fao-L

-- tors wIlich had led to the occurrence of the main clause.
As usual, there is a kink.. Comparethe following sentenoeS:

Johrr-saw-the-co
50. Johnstill liked the pol efonoe he,saw its conseqUenoes.

.

As soon as shovis no such effects under adverb preposirw

39. *As soon as John saw the consequences ?II-the policy, he still
lAked it.e

51. <John still liked the pOlicy as soon as he saw its consequences:

Sentence (39) is ungrammatical because the presuppositions of
still and those of once or as soon as olash.. eThe presuppositions
WTFfill are that tH7S-iivent in its clause went am in ,the. past and
contrary to what might have happened, is going on in the present.
Why do these presuppositions not olashwith those of once in (50)?
Morgan (1969) has proposed that presuppositions shoulT-Wg seen as
being set up from left to right, and Karttunen (1973) hos similarly
proposed that the initial context of a sentence is incremented in
a top-to-bottom, left-to-right fashion by the presuppositions of
earlier clauses. I believe that (39), (50) and (51) show that the
Presuppositions oonneoted with some words are weaker than those
connected with 'others. Here, those of once are weaker than those
of still or as soon -as. When in (50) tEWPesuppositions of still
haviiWTFeady-been setup by the time we got to once, the presup-
positions of once are weakened to conform. Wheritffb presuppositions
of once are se-T-UP first, as in (39), those of still are not weak-
enerIli conform and the sentence is ungrammatioWITThe presupposi-
tions of as soon as and still, on the other hand, are of about the
same.strength and,neitheY-gTeis weakened in the face of the other.
Thus both (39) with as soon as and (51)' are ungrammatical'.

A similar situation ooeurs with (14) and (52):
4

14. *Once Mary Ann painted the chair, she used house paint.
52. Mary Ann used house paint once she painted the chair. ,

Normally, a once -olause containing an accomplishment refers to
the completion of that accomplishment. Sentence (14) with once
is anomalbus sinee there would be no need for Mary Ann to use
.any kind of paint after she had finished painting. We interpret
(52), however, as meaning eitber4that Mary Ann pai t d other things
after she painted the chair; or even that theonoe- mule points 4
to the beginning of Mary Ann's painting the ABTF, ()cause the
previously-established'situAian ("Mary Ann used house paint") is
more congenial to this type of interpretation than to the normal

, one. Thusthb presuppositions of once are easily cancelled or
wea ened. But note that they remaTEWs true-to-formas po'ssible:
and the emergency interpretation, the point that is referred to
in e once - clause is the point at whichMary Ann starts to paint
the ohaT77npt some arbitrary midpoint. Again, the presuppositions
of as soon as do not undergo suoh weakening:

14. *As.soon as Mary Alin painted the chair, she used house paint.
53. *Mary Ann used, house paint as soon as.she painted the oliair

10
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i To summarize the findingd-of thid paper' meihaveNseeri.that

a wben...olausp refers to a, span of time whereas a onoe-olaude or an
as7W5h, as- clause refers tio,apoint'of time Ilti,J75VifiPtiUy, the
firtdklibint at whioh we can say that the event -ifri the olhOse 1242
been4rue. This has two oonsequenOes:, in,the.first-pldbe; a .

hegtitifdadoomprishment- or achievement cannot 'occur in.a.once-,
.

elauseoriam as soon as- clause, presumably beopuse the.giWat
which the negptivo is first true, is not clear enough. In th
second place, once - clauses and as soon as- clauses imply that the

.,negation of thiriirent in the \clause was true :at the time jus
preceding the point to which they refer, the:ppint at which the
main cl9use takes plane. ,Furthermore, once - clauses and Ds soon as
olausesrbut not'when-olauses Pi.esupposeTligt the negation of
maintelause was Tfiii. just before the point to .whioh,the temporal
blouse refers. Besides.these presuppositions, no soon as me, ely
implies contemporaneity; once implied, in -addition;ethat the event
in AtO Clause is the "lairgTrawn in d'series of 'events leading to
the oCourrenoe'df the event in the main clause. The prosup ositions
in th0.oase of once can be violated, however, if there is receding
it in the sentence s word with'a contradictory meaning or resup-
position ol a euffieiently great strength.

e

4

FOOTNOTES

1 110/iniimiiki (1974:108) discusses this concept in slightiy4different
tez1 inoharaoterizing the difference between after and as soonas.
4 0; also Beinbmbki 1974:7-12 and Dowty 1972:16-29.
3 10),' are /6aving out ot consideration here the possibility of a
fregnentative interpretation for (8) with once or as'soon be!, whioh
W014 make the sentence grammatical.
4
The situation with achievements is complicated by suoW sentenoee

00, (1):

(i) ()nee (as soon as) Mary was-winning the race, all the fans
got excited.

The/Verb in the temporal clause` does not point to an instantaneous
ovpht as is the.oase with achievements. (1974:12) and
Dorty (1972:27), as well as Vendler himself (1967:i00) attest to
the foot that membership in a class is not in the .first place a.
Oharaoteristio of a certain lexical item, but a property, of a
Certain verb ing,,a certain use. In (i) above, 'be winning the race
id used as a state rat er Inn an achievement; its meaning is equi-
valent to be ahead in the race. Examples of'verbe whioh belong to
different categories in different uses can be multiplied: run
(activity) vs. run to the store (accomplishment) is one. Even
Such things as to specificity' of the `object 'can be a factor: find
6 fossil is an achievement whereas find fossils id an activity:
Vita explanation.ie largely fudge; it seems to me that

Something of the sort is going on, but I haven't been able to find'
enough other examples of this kind of weakening or oaneelling to
know exaotly what i going on.

(

V
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